
Entropy and Ergodic Theory
Lecture 13: Introduction to statistical mechanics, II

1 Recap and an example

Recap: A “ ta1, a2, . . . u is a set of possible states for a single particle, so a state
for a system of n particles is an element of An. The energy of a single-particle
state is given by a function Φ0 : A ÝÑ R which satisfies

min
a

Φ0paq “ 0

and
ÿ

aPA

e´βΦ0paq ă 8 @β ą 0

(the latter holding trivially if A is finite). If the n particles do not interact, then the
total energy of state a is

Φpaq :“
n
ÿ

i“1

Φ0paq. (1)

In addition, let

Emax :“ max
a

Φ0paq p“ 8 if |A| “ 8q

and

Eave :“

"

|A|´1
ř

a Φ0paq if |A| ă 8
8 if |A| “ 8.

In the full model (1), the minimum and maximum energies are 0 and Emaxn,
respectively.
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Example. Let a free quantum particle of massM be confined to a three-dimensional
cubical box of side-length L. According to quantum mechanics, the possible sta-
tionary wave functions (that is, energy eigenfunctions) of this system are the func-
tions

ψn,m,ppx, y, zq :“ Cn,m,p sin
´

πn
x

L

¯

sin
´

πm
y

L

¯

sin
´

πp
z

L

¯

,

where n,m, p P Z and where Cn,m,p is a normalizing constant. The corresponding
energy of the quantum state ψn,m,p is

Φ0pn,m, pq :“ π2~2n
2 `m2 ` p2

2ML2
.

Thus, in this example, we can take A to be Z3 and Φ0 as above. This example is
easily shown to satisfy the required assumptions.

2 Behaviour of the non-interacting microcanonical ensemble

Now let 0 ă E ă Emax. Here are two key things we want to figure out:

Q1. How many micro states have total energy roughly En?

Q2. If a is chosen from the microcanonical ensemble with parameters E and ε,
what is the marginal distribution of a single coordinate? More generally,
what is the marginal distribution of a small subset of all n coordinates?

These are basically type-multiplicity problems. They are answered using very
similar ideas to those earlier in the course.

It turns out that the answers are simpler if 0 ă E ă Eave, and are not really
physically meaningful outside that range. So we first assume this, and may discuss
other values of E later.

2.1 First question

We start with the answer to Q1. A central role is played by the sum

Zpβq :“
ÿ

aPA

e´βΦ0paq. (2)

This is obviously a close cousin of a moment generating function, except here it
is a discrete sum rather than an expectation. It is called the partition function of
the single-particle Hamiltonian Φ0.
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Theorem 1. For any 0 ă E ă Eave, the function

λ ÞÑ logZpλq ` λE

attains its minimum at a unique point in p0,8q. Letting SpEq be that minimum,
we have

|ΩnpE, εq| “ exp
`

SpEqn`Op∆pεqnq ` opnq
˘

.

More expansively, the conclusion here is that

exp
`

SpEqn´∆pεqn`opnq
˘

ď |ΩnpE, εq| ď exp
`

SpEqn`∆pεqn`opnq
˘

.

Assuming the existence of the minimum SpEq, the upper bound in Theorem 1
is a consequence of the following simple estimate.

Proposition 2. For any E P p0, Eaveq and λ ą 0, we have

|ΩnpE, εq| ď exp
`

plogZpλq ` λE ` λεqn
˘

.

Proof. Apply Markov’s inequality as follows:

|ΩnpE, εq| ď |ta : Φpaq ă pE ` εqnu| “ |ta : e´λΦpaq
ą e´λpE`εqnu|

ď eλpE`εqn
ÿ

a

e´λΦpaq
“ exp

`

plogZpλq ` λE ` λεqn
˘

.

The matching lower bound in Theorem 1 is more delicate. To approach it we
must first establish more properties of the partition function. If A is finite then
these are essentially repeats of the results about moment generating functions in
Lecture 11. (Recall that in that case we assume Φ0 takes at least two distinct
values.)

Lemma 3. The function β ÞÑ Zpβq is smooth, strictly decreasing, and strictly
log-convex on p0,8q.

Proof. Each term of the sum is strictly decreasing. Smoothness follows by differ-
entiating term-by-term. To justify this when A is infinite, we must observe that
for every β ą 0 the series in (2) converges exponentially fast. Then strict log-
convexity follows from Hölder’s inequality, just as in Lemma 2 from Lecture 11
about moment generating functions.
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Since we assume that Zpβq ă 8 for all β ą 0, we may use the weights
e´βΦ0paq to define a probability distribution on A:

µβpaq “
1

Zpβq
e´βΦ0paq.

This is the Gibbs measure of our single-particle model at parameter β. It is just
like the exponential family of measures that we met in studying large deviations,
except that nowA is a possibly-infinite discrete set rather than a probability space.

Gibbs measures play a key auxiliary role in the proof of the lower bound in
Theorem 1. They also turn out to give the answer to Q2 above. The latter result is
a close cousin of the conditional limit theorem.

The next calculation is fundamental. It holds simply by differentiating (2)
term-by-term.

Lemma 4. For any β ą 0 we have

d

dβ
logZpβq “

1

Zpβq

ÿ

aPA

p´Φ0paqqe
´βΦ0paq “ ´

ż

Φ0 dµβ.

Corollary 5. If E ą 0 and
ş

Φ0 dµβ “ E, then the function

λ ÞÑ logZpλq ` λE

attains a unique minimum on p0,8q at λ “ β.

Proof. By Lemma 3, this function of λ P p0,8q is smooth and strictly convex. It
therefore attains its minimum at λ if and only if its derivative vanishes at λ, and
then that value of λ is unique. But by Lemma 4 the derivative of this function in
λ is

´

ż

Φ0 dµλ ` E.

This is zero at λ “ β by assumption.

Proposition 6. The quantity
ş

Φ0 dµβ is finite, smooth, and strictly decreasing as
a function of β P p0,8q. It tends to 0 as β ÝÑ `8 and to Eave as β Ó 0.

Proof. By Lemma 4, finiteness and smoothness follow from the corresponding
properties of Z. Strict decrease follows from the strict log-convexity given by
Lemma 3.

We leave the limiting behaviour as an exercise in elementary analysis.
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Corollary 7. For every 0 ă E ă Eave there is a unique βpEq ą 0 for which
ş

Φ0 dµβpEq “ E. The resulting function E ÞÑ βpEq is a continuous and order-
reversing bijection

p0,8q ÝÑ p0, Eaveq.

Proof. We are simply inverting the function of β from Proposition 6.

Corollary 8. The quantity SpEq in Theorem 1 is well-defined for 0 ă E ă Eave.

Definition 9. We call SpEq the thermodyamic entropy function of the model Φ0.

Many physicists would refer to this the ‘entropy as a function of energy’. My
terminology is a bit more careful to avoid any confusion with Shannon’s entropy
function.

Proof of Theorem 1. Corollary 8 shows that SpEq is well-defined, and now the
desired upper bound follows from Proposition 2 with λ :“ β :“ βpEq.

The lower bound is also essentially a repeat of arguments about large devia-
tions. Since

ş

Φ0 dµβ “ E, the LLN gives that µˆnβ rΩnpE, εqs “ 1´ op1q. On the
other hand, any element a P ΩnpE, εq has individual probability which satisfies

µˆnβ paq “ Zpβq´n
n
ź

i“1

e´βΦ0paiq “ Zpβq´ne´βEn`Opβεnq

“ exp
`

´ plogZpβq ` βEqn`Opβεnq
˘

“ exp
`

´ SpEqn`Opβεnq
˘

.

Therefore ΩnpE, εq must contain at least

p1´ op1qq exppSpEqn´Opβεnqq

elements.

2.2 Second question

In case A is a countably infinite set and µ is a probability distribution on it, we
define the Shannon entropy just as in the finite case:

Hpµq :“ ´
ÿ

aPA

µpaq log µpaq,

where we use natural logarithms by convention. This is an infinite series of non-
negative terms, so the only new wrinkle is that is it could be `8.
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Proposition 10. Let 0 ă E ă Eave and let β :“ βpEq. Among elements of the set
!

ν P ProbpAq :

ż

Φ0 dν ď E
)

,

Shannon entropy is uniquely maximized at µβ , where it equals SpEq.

Proof. In case A is finite, this follows from our characterization of divergence-
minimizing distributions in Lecture 11. Simply use the fact that

Dpµ }UnifpAqq “ log |A| ´ Hpµq. (3)

With a little care one can write out an analogous proof which applies to finite
or infinite A. If

ş

Φ0 dν ď E, then Jensen’s inequality gives

Hpνq ´ βE ď ´
ÿ

a

νpaqrlog νpaq ` βΦ0paqs

“
ÿ

a

νpaq log
e´βΦ0paq

νpaq

ď log
ÿ

a

νpaq
e´βΦ0paq

νpaq

“ log
ÿ

a

e´βΦ0paq “ logZpβq,

with equality iff (i)
ş

Φ0 dν “ E and (ii) e´βΦ0paq{νpaq is the same value for ν-a.e.
a.

Theorem 11. If 0 ă E ă Eave, we let β :“ βpEq, and k P N is fixed, then the
projection of UnifpΩnpE, εqq to any k coordinates converges to µˆkβ as n ÝÑ 8

and then ε Ó 0.

Proof. IfA is finite, then this is an easy corollary of the conditional limit theorem,
again using the relationship (3). So let us focus on the case of infinite A.

This is more subtle. If one looks inside the proof of the conditional limit
theorem, and also our earlier type-multiplicity results, they all rely on the fact that

|ttypes with denominator nu| ď pn` 1q|A| “ eopnq.

This fact is not available if |A| “ 8, so the argument requires some modifica-
tions. The essence of these is that one can focus on distributions that are mostly
supported on a large finite subset of A. One of the exercises on Homework 2
guides the reader through the details.
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2.3 Properties of the thermodynamic entropy function

Two more simple properties of SpEq are useful in our later discussions.

Lemma 12. The function
SpEq “ HpµβpEqq

is continuous, strictly increasing, and strictly concave on p0, Eaveq. It satisfies

dS

dE
“ βpEq. (4)

Proof. Continuity. The functions E ÞÑ βpEq and β ÞÑ logZpβq are continuous,
and

SpEq “ logZpβpEqq ` βpEq ¨ E. (5)

Strict increase. The function E ÞÑ βpEq is strictly decreasing by Corol-
lary 7. If β ă λ, then

ş

Φ0 dµβ ą
ş

Φ0 dµλ by Proposition 6, and therefore
Hpµβq ą Hpµλq by Proposition 10.

Strict concavity. By definition SpEq is the pointwise minimum of the family
of linear functions of E. Any such pointwise minimum is a concave function of
E (exercise!). Moreover, it is strictly concave if the minimum is achieved by a
different linear function in the family at each value of E (another exercise!). The
latter condition is satisfied here, because each E has a different value of βpEq, by
Part 1 above.

Derivative. Define

Φpβ,Eq :“ logZpβq ` βE.

Now (5) and partial differentiation give

dS

dE
“
BΦ

Bβ
pβpEq, Eq ¨

dβ

dE
`
BΦ

BE
pβpEq, Eq

“

´

plogZq1pβpEqq ` E
¯

¨
dβ

dE
` βpEq.

But Lemma 4 gives

plogZq1pβpEqq “ ´

ż

Φ0 dµβpEq “ ´E,

so the above simplifies to dS{dE “ βpEq.
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Remark. In case A is finite, we can also define Zpβq and µβ when β ď 0, and we
find that Hpµβq is strictly increasing on that half-line. This doesn’t make sense
when A is infinite.

Corollary 13. As E Ó 0 we have S 1pEq ÝÑ 8.

Recall that a ground state of the single-particle model Φ0 is an element a P A
with Φ0paq “ 0. Our assumptions imply that there is always at least one ground
state, but there cannot be infinitely many.

Lemma 14. As E Ó 0 we have

SpEq ÝÑ log |ground states|.

Proof. As E Ó 0 we have β “ βpEq ÝÑ 8. In this limit, µβ tends to the uniform
distribution on the set of ground states (exercise!).

Remark. Models that actually show up in statistical physics tend to have a unique
ground state, and so the consequence given by Lemma 14 generally holds in that
field. As a postulate in thermodynamics it is known as the ‘third law of thermo-
dynamics’ or ‘Nernst’s law’.
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